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Probability Practice: BirdsProbability Practice: BirdsPractice probability and fractions with some feathery friends! In this exercise, your child will determine the likelihood of certain birds flying away. Joke sheets allow students to self-check their answers, which is the best way for them to assess themselves as they practice the work. By completing the
problems, students will find the answer to the joke: "Why shouldn't you iron a four-leaf clover?"This worksheet allows students to practice finding simple and compound probability. All answers are written as fractions in simplest form. I use this as homework, but it could also be used for station work, in-class practice, or partner work.Check
ouProbability Worksheet 6 (Simple events)by Preston Phillips Math StorePart 6 in the probability lessons is one of the best out there. This has them using all their knowledge from what they learned to solve the problems. Students start off with a review of easy probability questions and review converting fractions to percents. The worksheet then
jumps into great questions with visuals. Overall, This may take students longer to complete since it is more dense and has more problems then the other probability worksheets. This worksheet can also be used for review oProbability Worksheet 5 (Simple events)by Preston Phillips Math StoreThis worksheet continues the students knowledge on what
they have learned from the other 4 lessons. It is a great worksheet for students to increase their knowledge on probability. This lesson has them first learn how to convert fractions to decimals. This is a must because the problems involve finding the probability both in fraction format and percent format. Overall, great worksheet to get the students
thinking about probability.Page 2SENTENCE STRUCTURE TYPES: SIMPLE, COMPOUND, COMPLEX, COMPOUND-COMPLEX: Help your students improve their writing by understanding the 4 types of sentence structures (simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex) with these eye-catching, ready-to-use resources! INCLUDED IN YOUR
PURCHASE• A 21 slide Powerpoint presentation that covers the following topics: sentence variety, subject, predicate, independent clause, dependent clause, simple sentences, compound sentences, complex sentences, and comPage 3Shape posters make 2D shape and 3D shape recognition and geometry fun and active. You can use the shape posters
and cards during small group, whole group, circle, and center time. It is a great addition to any math center! They have been designed for a preschool, pre-k, or kindergarten classroom. Just print, cut, and laminate! ►►SAVE over 20% and buy the Simple Design Classroom Decor BUNDLE ►►Included:• Teaching Ideas• 2D Shape Posters (full page)
(circle, oval, triangle, square, rectangle, rhombPage 4Simple Sentences:This packet includes 30 easy sentences for beginners to read, trace, write and build the sentence. Once your student starts reading simple sight words, cvc, ccvc, and color words, it's time for reading some simple sentences. For each worksheet, the student reads the sentence,
writes it, and cuts and arranges the words in order to build a sentence. Please take a look at the preview. Follow me for flash freebies, discounts, and other updates!Thank you!Page 5Simple Sentences for Kindergarten Reading- September, October, November, December, January, February, March, April, Color Words, Number Words, and Beginning
Simple Sentences! I have bundled up all of my simple predictable sentences that are available in my store. That includes 11 sets! I created these sets of simple predictable sentences with kindergarten students in mind. These simple sentence printables help kindergarten students learn about tracking print, return sweep, and building reading fPage
6SUPER SIMPLE WORKSHEETS are easy to use, nearly NO-PREP, foundational math & literacy worksheets. These basic skills worksheets have been carefully and purposefully designed to include a variety of HANDS-ON activities focused on foundational early academic skills including letter, number, shape and color identification, names, and
composition. UPDATED 12/6/21! We added a packet of 3D shape worksheets!There are THREE differentiated worksheet versions for each letter, number, 2D shape, 3D shapPage 7This simple machines envelope book kit includes 14 PAGES OF INFORMATIONAL PASSAGES about simple machines, including levers, pulleys, wedges, planes, wheels, and
screws, plus black line masters and step by step photo directions for making a simple machines envelope book with your students. Also included, are 6 full color simple machines posters that match the images in the passages. Use the simple machines envelope book and passages to complement your own simple machines unit.The envelope book
haPage 8This science graphic organizer will aid in student concept retention, focus, creativity, and engagement. Students will use this graphic organizer to identify, define, and give examples of the simple machines: inclined plane, wedge, lever, pulley, screw, and wheel & axle. Students will gain experience in synthesizing information and creating
their own tangible connections in their notes. INCLUDES:✔ Doodle Notes with fill-in-the-blank notes for easy differentiation✔ Doodle Notes that are blankPage 9Teach everything related to levers, wedges, screws, inclined planes, pulleys, and wheel & axles. Lessons, interactive notebook templates, task cards, critical thinking challenges, design
challenges, reading passages, word wall words, and flashcards are all included and none of them require more than a few moments to print or prep.These products are included in this bundle:Basic Concepts: Five interactive notebook teacher-directed lessons to learn the basics of simple machines.What Machine isPage 10Write the Room is a handson, engaging, low-maintenance, independent literacy activity your students will LOVE! They'll be active and moving as they learn vocabulary and practice their writing skills.ALL THE INTERESTING DETAILS ------------------------------------ This collection includes 12 seasonal cards per month:❄January : ski, ice, snowboard, snow angel, hockey, sled,
snowman, snow, hot cocoa, igloo, MLK Jr., Happy New Year❤February : penguin, cupcake, friends, hug, love, smile, tooth, vPage 11This lesson shows secondary students how to identify the diﬀerent types of sentence. Students will notice that each structure signals diﬀering relationships among ideas, as based on the Common Core Standard 7.1.b
.This lesson brings FUN to this challenging topic. I have included: # a PowerPoint, # a lesson plan (with activating strategy, vocabulary, exit ticket, etc.), # a graphic organizer# worksheets# FIVE activities, # a quick quiz, # a vocabulary list # answer keys and # a Your Turn exitPage 12A great game to teach or review simple, compound, and
complex sentences! Directions: Cut out the BINGO letters on page 3 and the simple, compound, and complex sentence strips on pages 4-9. Mix ‘em up and get ready to play! Give each student a BINGO board from pages 10 – 25. (There are 15 BINGO boards included. Print two copies for a class set, or use this game in small groups.) Randomly draw a
BINGO letter and a sentence. Read both out loud. Students will mark out “simple,” compound,” or “cPage 13Simple, Compound, and Complex Sentences This resource provides everything your students need to know about writing simple, compound, and complex sentences! Included- Concept Posters: Subject, Predicate, Compound Subject,
Compound Predicate, Simple Sentence, Compound Sentence, Independent Clause, Dependent Clause, Coordinating Conjunction, Complex Sentence, Subordinating Conjunction, Run On Sentence, Fragment Practice Activities/Writing Activities(15 Various): Simple Sentence, Compound SentenPage 14Number posters make number recognition,
counting, adding, and subtracting fun and active. You can use the number posters and cards during small group, whole group, circle, and center time. It is a great addition to any math center! They have been designed for a preschool, pre-k, or kindergarten classroom. Just print, cut, and laminate! ►►SAVE over 20% and buy the Simple Design
Classroom Decor BUNDLE ►►Included:• Teaching Ideas• Full page Number Posters with ten frames (0-20)Fun number & counPage 15Force and Motion, Simple Machines, Energy, & Electricity:Force and Motion: force, motion, speed, acceleration, velocity, inertia, gravity, frictionSimple Machines: simple machine, compound machine, inclined plane,
wedge, screw, lever, wheel and axle, pulleyForms of Energy: energy, mechanical energy, chemical energy, electrical energy, thermal energy, light energy, sound energy, energy transformationElectricity: current electricity, static electricity, electrical charge, electron, circuit, swPage 16This digital and interactive simple, compound, complex, &
compound-complex sentences resource includes activities that help students to easily differentiate the different types of sentence structure.**Save 20% by purchasing this in my Sentence Structure Lessons, Worksheets, & Assessments Bundle- Digital & Printable! Students will practice making compound sentences, identifying independent and
dependent clauses, matching compound, complex, and compound-complex sentences, and more! ThPage 17No-prep, Force, Motion, and Simple Machines Interactive Notebook!, a complete unit with thorough lessons, vocabulary, response activities, writing activities, and assessments. This is an easy, engaging way to teach students about these
important science concepts. Print and go science lessons!This interactive notebook includes vocabulary, lessons, higher level thinking prompts and questions and reviews. After completing this interactive notebook your students will have a strong knowledge base oPage 18This full no prep lesson introduces the physics concept of work, how to
calculate work, simple machines, compound machines, levers, the three classes of levers, screw, inclined plane, pulley, wedge, and wheel and axle. Lesson includes a 79 slide PowerPoint converted to PDF. The PDF conversion allows you to use the lesson on any machine that can view a PDF, not just those with PowerPoint. This allows for technology
integration and makes it easy for students to view the presentation on iPads andPage 19These super simple worksheets are perfect for any skip counting to 1,000 unit. Included are 26 worksheets that are simple and easy to use. Use them for homework, seat work, review, quick assessments and more! Skills practiced: ~Students count forward and
backward from a given number by 2's, 5's, and 10's. ~Students fill in numbers in a grid by counting by 2's, 5's, and 10's. ~Students find the rule for a given pattern and finish the pattern. Check out these other "Simple Worksheets": AddingPage 20These science activities include resources on levers, inclined planes, wedges, pulleys, screws, wheel &
axles, pulls, and pushes. It is aligned with the Force & Motion standard for Virginia 3rd-grade teachers.Product includes:Force & motionSimple machines & compound machinesWhat is included?You will receive a PDF that includes directions, real-life images, answer keys, and flippable templates.What makes these different than other interactive
notebooks?Differentiated: This productPage 21This is a collection of very simple backgrounds. There are no black lines in the color versions, but the black and white images have black lines and are filled with white. These backgrounds are useful for laying text or other images over the top. The backgrounds included in this set are: grass, rain,
mountains, hills, night time snow, beach, night time beach, snow, night time, mountain lake, ocean underwater, snowflakes, desert. 26 images (13 in color and the same 13 in B&W) This set contPage 22Do you have to teach about Simple Machines? Well then this pack is for you :-) This unit is full of resources that will help you teach all about Simple
Machines. Included in this pack are: -Simple Machines Vocabulary Cards (Work, Force, Machine, Simple Machine, Compound Machine, Lever, Pulley, Wedge, Screw, Wheel and Axle, Incline Plane) -Simple Machines Notebook Notes (Introduction to Simple Machines, Work or Not Work, Lever, Pulley, Screw, Wedge, Incline Plane, Wheel and Axle) Simple MachinePage 23Simple Machines and Force and Motion Vocabulary Cards, Assessments, Games and LOTS of fun Activities! Enrich your Simple Machines and Force and Motion Unit with these engaging resources.Vocabulary Cards- use as a word wall, matching game, sorting activity, "Quiz, Quiz, Trade" game or as flashcards. The cards
include 25 terms, a brief description or definition, a visual representation, or both. Terms include: simple machine, inclined plane, screw, pulley, wedge, wheel & axle, lever, fulcrum,Page 24Les activités pour développer la conscience phonologique / French Phonics, Sounds. Dans ce produit vous allez trouver 56 fiches avec les notices explicatives, les
exemples des mots, les exercices et activités.Il y a des sons simples (a, i, e, u, y, b ...) et complexes (oi, ou, gn, ill, ein ... ).Les élèves vont apprendre à lire facilement les mots « la reine, le hibou, le lapin, la maison, la famille » et beaucoup d’autres et s’entrainer aussi à l’orthographe.Distance Learning***The digital versPage 25If you previously
purchased my Simple Machines Bundle, then you already own this! Please see your purchases page to download the revisions. If you are interested in the bundle, check it out here!Explore the basics of engineering and discover more about Simple Machines through hands-on activities and challenges for the inclined plane, lever, pulley, screw, wedge,
and wheel & axle. Designed with multiple grade levels in mind, this resource provides a variety of activities, vocabulary, and lessPage 26Simple Machines Book with definitions, descriptions, visualization, etc. A great introduction or review of the simple machines!Included in the book are review (fill in the blank) questions and a scavenger hunt. 2
options are included for the book: Information included, fill in the blank and create your own visualization. Words/definitions included in the book:Force, Work, energy, simple machine, lever, pulley, inclined plane, screw, wedge, and wheel and axle.Pages are designed to be copied, cut
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